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NEW CHILDREN’S BOOK ASTRONAUTS ZOOM! LAUNCHES  

YOUNG READERS ONTO THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION  
 
(April 5, 2021 – Cary, NC) What do astronauts do while they’re zooming around Earth on the 
International Space Station? How do they spacewalk in the freezing cold of space? Do they miss Earth? 
Do they have any fun? Zoom through space with real women and men astronauts and find out in the 
new kids’ book ASTRONAUTS ZOOM! just released (ISBN 978-1-943978-50-2). 
 
“You are there” NASA photos capture astronauts doing all kinds of work—and having fun—from the 
time they awake till they’re zipped into their sleeping bags for the night. ASTRONAUTS ZOOM! An 
Astronaut Alphabet features diverse astronauts including the first all-woman spacewalk team and the first 
African American astronaut on a 6-month mission to the ISS. The book also shows astronauts practicing 
on Earth, getting dressed in full spacesuits and “spacewalking” underwater in NASA’s giant training pool. 
 
“Kids love to imagine themselves as astronauts zooming through space. Real women and men astronauts 
inspire kids to dream, learn and achieve,” says author Deborah Lee Rose. Rose wrote the national award-
winning STEM books Beauty and the Beak: How Science, Technology, and a 3D-Printed Beak Rescued a 
Bald Eagle and Scientists Get Dressed (both from WunderMill Books), as well as Into the A, B, Sea: An 
Ocean Alphabet (a quarter million copies sold), The Twelve Days of Kindergarten, and many more books.  
 
Persnickety Press/WunderMill Books is publishing ASTRONAUTS ZOOM! in celebration of 20 years of 
astronauts living and working on the International Space Station (ISS).  
 
To help parents, educators, librarians and kids create their own space station learning and fun anywhere, 
ASTRONAUTS ZOOM! includes and will inspire lots of STEAM ideas. One idea is creating a “cupola” 
reading or project area, to look like the space station’s windowed dome where astronauts can watch each 
other spacewalk and see Earth far below. The book also encourages readers to explore space themed 
STEM, literacy and creativity by doing hands-on science and/or engineering activities, writing letters or 
making videos “from space,” and even throwing a pizza party like astronauts do on the ISS! 
 
Advance praise for ASTRONAUTS ZOOM! Kirkus Reviews: “…a high-spirited picture of daily life in 
low-Earth orbit… a fizzy mix of space fun and science” / School Library Journal: “…a strong 
introduction to space travel [or] a mentor text for young writers to create their own ABC book.” /  
Former NASA astronaut Jay Apt: “a delightful book with great photographs showing how we live in 
Earth orbit to inspire the next generation of space explorers and workers.” / National literacy expert Lori 
Oczkus: “…inspires kids to learn NEW information about what astronauts really do!” 
 
Deborah Lee Rose (www.deborahleerose.com) is an internationally published, national award-winning author of 
books including ASTRONAUTS ZOOM!, Scientists Get Dressed (Debary Award for Outstanding Science Books for 
Children), and Beauty and the Beak: How Science, Technology, and a 3D-Printed Beak Rescued a Bald Eagle with 
Janie Veltkamp (AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science Books, Bank Street College Cook Prize for 
Best STEM Picture Book), all from Persnickety Press/WunderMill Books. She also wrote Jimmy the Joey, Into the 
A, B, Sea, The Twelve Days of Kindergarten, The Twelve Days of Winter and more. She lives near Washington, DC. 
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